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22 Theory 

2.11 Introduction 

Apartt from zero resistivity, a superconductor exhibits another striking property: it expels 
thee magnetic flux from the interior. This phenomenum is called the Meissner effect. Two 
typess of superconductors can be distinguished. Superconducting materials that completely 
expell  magnetic flux until they become completely normal are called type-I 
superconductors.. The phase diagram of a type-I superconductor, involving only the normal 
andd the Meissner state, is shown in figure 2.1. The variation of the critical field with 
temperaturee is approximately parabolic. Type-II superconductors are characterized by an 
additionall  so called mixed state or vortex state (see figure 2.2). Between the upper critical 
fieldd Bc2 and the lower critical field Bcl magnetic flux can penetrate the sample in the form 
off  flux lines. 
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Figuree 2.1 Phase diagram of a type-I superconductor. 
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Figuree 2.2 Phase diagram of a type-II superconductor. 

Thee high-temperature superconductors are extreme type-II superconductors. They are 
characterizedd by a small Bcl and a large Bc2, i.e. Bc2/Bcl » 1. The superconducting 
transitionn temperature Tc and the upper critical field Bc2 are much larger than in the 
conventionall  superconducting materials. 

AA flux line contains the smallest possible quantity of magnetic flux (also called the flux 
quantum)) which is surrounded by a vortex of supercurrent, screening off the 
superconductingg material around. Flux lines can be pinned to the material by 
inhomogeneities,, by chemical or crystal defects. The effect of such pinning centers is 
describedd by a pinning force. When an electrical current is led through a superconductor, a 
Lorentzz force acts on the flux lines. In absence of a pinning force, the Lorentz force moves 
thee flux lines, causing dissipation of energy and, therefore, disappearance of zero 
resistance.. The flux lines can not move when a pinning force is present, that is strong 
enoughh to oppose the Lorentz force. However, dissipation will set in, and ohmic resistance 
willwill  be observed, when the current density exceeds a critical value, at which the Lorentz 
forcee can overcome the pinning force. Increasing the pinning force in a material means 
increasingg the critical current density for that material. 

Normall  state 

p >0 0 

Meissnerr state 

p =00 B = 0 
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Manyy books and a large number of articles have been published on the subjects of 
superconductivityy and vortices in superconductors. Here, those aspects of the theories 
whichh are useful for understanding the experiments are summarised. A calculation is made 
off  the magnetostriction of a superconductor, based upon a simple model which describes 
thee flux distribution in a type-II superconductor, the Bean model (Bean [1964]). 

2.22 Phenomenological theories 

2.2.11 London theory 

Thee Meissner effect is not a consequence of infinite conductivity, but of another 
characteristicc property of the superconducting state. London and London [1935] 
supplementedd the Maxwell equations valid inside a conductor by introducing a two fluid 
modell  that describes the Meissner effect. The basis of this description is the intuitive idea 
thatt a superconductor contains superconducting electrons with density ns, and non-
superconductingg electrons with density n-ns, where n is the total density of free electrons in 
thee metal. This way the London brothers derived what came to be known as the London 
equations: : 

aa , me 
EE = f- (—V" ) 

dtdt « / 

tie tie 

(2.1) ) m m 

Here,, me is the electron mass, E is the electric field, j is the current density, B is the 
magneticc induction and e is the elementary charge. Using the Maxwell equation relating 
curll  B with j , the following equation is obtained: 

VV'' BB = ~i (2.2) 

wheree kL is called the London penetration depth, because the solution of equation 2.2 with 
thee appropriate boundary conditions reveals that the magnetic flux will penetrate a 
superconductorr to a distance kL which is given by: 

h-h-
m m 

(2.3) ) NN »w2 

withh u0 the magnetic permeability of vacuum. Beyond k inside the superconductor, the 
Londonn equations require B to vanish, explaining the Meissner effect. For the value of the 
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penetrationn depth for some typical superconductors, see table 2.1. It shows that the 

penetrationn depth is low (around 40 nm) for type-I superconductors, while it is much larger 

(upp to 400 nm) for high-temperature superconductors. 

2.2.22 Ginzburg-Landau theory 

Thee London theory is not applicable to situations in which the number of superconducting 
electronss varies. It does not link ns with the applied field or current. Ginzburg and Landau 
derivedd two equations by describing the superconducting electrons by a complex order 
parameterr i|i(x), which is related to the density of superconducting electrons according to 
|ij/(x)|22 = ns. The two equations, known as the Ginzburg-Landau equations, derived by 
minimizingg the free energy for the superconducting state, are: 

<y|// + PNfilr +-^-(-V - 2M)2I|J = 0 (2.4) 
4/nn i 

and d 

jj  =i£?L(,|,*V!|j - i|fVip* ) - ( 2 g) M A (2.5) 
i4mi4m 2/n 

ee e 

Here,, A is the vector potential of the magnetic field, h is Planck's constant and as and P 
aree phenomenological parameters, characteristic of the particular superconducting material, 
thatt have to be determined experimentally. The distance over which \p can vary in space is 
calledd the coherence length. This length, £, is given by: 

emem = -—*_-  (2.6) 
\4m\4meeaass(T)\(T)\2 2 

Thee coherence length of high-temperature superconductors is typically of the order of 1.5 

nmm while in general the values for low-temperature superconductors are much higher (see 

tablee 2.1). 

2.33 Vortices 

2.3.11 Introductio n 

Fromm an energy consideration it can be seen that when the ratio of the penetration depth A,L 
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andd the coherence length £, called the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K, fulfill s the condition: 

KK l KSKST,T,>>ff 22 ™ 
itt is favourable to let induction penetrate the superconductor in the form of vortices. A so 

calledd mixed state is created. One flux quantum carries a flux of: 

<j>> = A = 2.07xl015WZ> (2 8) 
°° 2e 

Itt can be shown that the energy of the mixed state is minimized if flux penetrates as 
dispersedd as possible, i.e. in the form of a large number of small vortices. On the other 
handd the requirement that ij; must be a single-valued function entails that a vortex must be 
associatedd with a total flux that is an integral multiple of the flux quantum. Consequently, 
thee energy-minimum condition imposes that the field penetrate in vortices or flux lines, 
eachh containing a single flux quantum. 

Al ll  known high-temperature superconductors fulfi l the condition (2.7). They belong to 
thee class of type-II superconductors and form a mixed state between the upper critical field 
Bc22 and the lower critical field Bcl. Table 2.1 shows some of the fundamental parameters 
forr several superconducting compounds. 

Tablee 2.1 Fundamental parameters of several superconducting compounds. 

Al l 

Nb b 

Nb3Sn n 

V3Si i 

La1.s5Sro.15CuO4.fi i 

Bi2Sr2CaCu208+0 0 

YBa2Cu307.ö ö 

TC(K) ) 

1.1 1 

9.2 2 

18.3 3 

17 7 

37 7 

85 5 

92 2 

Bc2(T) ) 

0.02* * 

0.2 2 

24 4 

18 8 

-65 5 

>100 0 

-120 0 

XXLL (nm) 

50 0 

40 0 

80 0 

85 5 

250 0 

-200 0 

400 0 

£(nm) ) 

1600 0 

38 8 

3.5 5 

3.4 4 

1.5 5 

- 2 2 

1 1 

K K 

0.03 3 

1.05 5 

23 3 

25 5 

167 7 

>100 0 

400 0 

**  Al exhibits type-I superconductivity, so the thermodynamic critical field Bc is given. 

2.3.22 Flux pinning 

Inn an ideal type-II superconductor the free energy of a flux line is independent of its 

http://La1.s5Sro.15CuO4.fi
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positionn with respect to the underlying crystal lattice, the only forces acting on it arise from 
thee interaction with other vortices. The flux lines are distributed homogeneously and form 
thee so-called Abrikosov lattice. If there are defects present in the superconductor, they 
changee the local situation causing a variation in the free energy of the flux lines present at 
orr close to the defect. The variation can be positive or negative. In case of a negative 
variationn the flux lines favour to stay near the defects in order to minimize their free 
energy.. Such defects act as pinning centres and can prevent flux line motion. The flux 
distributionn in the superconductor will then deviate from the Abrikosov lattice. Defects that 
cann act as pinning centers are twin-planes, dislocations, grain boundaries, voids, point 
defectss etc. Dimensions of pinning sites of the same order of magnitude as the 
superconductingg coherence length are good pinning centres. A theoretical description of the 
fluxx pinning in a specific sample is not straightforward. First the inhomogenities in the 
samplee that can act as pinning centres have to be defined. The amount of each kind of 
pinningg centres together with their distribution in the sample has to be determined. Then, 
thee elemental interaction between the flux line and the material inhomogeneity has to be 
known.. Finally, when summing the elemental interactions, the elastic and plastic properties 
off  the flux line lattice should be taken into account. The resulting macroscopic pinning 
forcee density, Fp, is directly related to the critical current Jc by the expression Fp=JcB, where 
BB is the flux density. 

Whenn a magnetic field larger than the lower critical field is applied to a type-II 
superconductor,, flux lines will penetrate the sample. Due to the flux pinning the flux 
distributionn in the sample becomes inhomogeneous. While field increases from Bcl to Bc2 

thee density of the flux lines near the surface of the sample will be higher than near the 
samplee centre. The gradient of the flux-line density forms a driving pressure for flux lines 
movingg in the sample. This pressure originates from the Lorentz force FL=JxB, which is 
directedd to the lower flux density direction and where J is the current density associated 
withh the inhomogeneous flux density. When the Lorentz force FL equals the pinning force 
Fpp the movement of the flux lines stops and an equilibrium state is established. This 
equilibriumm state was first proposed by Bean [1962] and is called the critical state. The 
basicc assumption of the Bean model [1964] is that the current density in the sample is 
eitherr  Jc or zero. Accordingly, any vortex will be subject to a force  OQJC (or zero). In the 
sectionss to follow, the Bean model will be used to describe the magnetization and the 
magnetostrictionn of superconducting samples. 

2.44 Magnetization of a type-II  superconductor 

Thee magnetization of a type-II superconductor according to the Bean model in its simplest 
formm is shown in figure 2.3. At some crucial points in the hysteresis loop the value of the 
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externall  field is indicated. As the sample is cooled in zero field, the magnetization starts 
fromm zero. When increasing the field the magnetization will decrease until a minimum 
(Mmin)) is reached at a field Bf at which the flux profile penetrates just to the center of the 
sample.. From this field up to the maximum field (Bmax) the magnetization is constant. This 
iss due to the fact that Jc is assumed to be independent of the internal field (this is the 
assumptionn leading to the "simplest form" of the Bean model referred to above). Also the 
maximumm field is assumed to be lower than the upper critical field Bc2. After reaching the 
maximumm field the field is lowered and the magnetization increases until a maximum 
(Mmax)) is reached at a field Bmax - 2Bfp where the flux profile is just completely reversed. 
Duee to symmetry it is clear that Mmin= - Mmax. The magnetization is constant again until the 
minimall  field (Brain) is reached after which the curve is symmetrical with the positive part. 

M,„ „ 

'Umax'Umax + 2Bf.p. 

M M 

JJf-p-f-p-

B„ B„ 

M,„ „ 

Bmax-2Bmax-2BBfp\\fp\\ B 

AM AM 

Figuree 2.3 Magnetization loop of a type-II superconductor according to Bean model. 

Fromm figure 2.3 it follows that there are three essential parts for describing a full 
hysteresiss loop, so for describing a magnetization or magnetostriction curve when the field 
variess from zero to Bmax to Bmin (with Bmin = - Bmax and Bmax < Bc2 ) to Bmax to zero. These 

to o threee parts are: field from zero to Bfp, field from Bfp to Bmax and field from Bn 

Bmaxx - 2Bfp. The remaining of the curve can be obtained by mirroring of these three parts. 
AA detailed study of magnetostriction will be made in section 2.5.2 by describing the three 
essentiall  parts. Also it will be shown that the next part of the curve (field between 
Bmaxx - 2Bfp to - Bmax) complies to the same equation as the second part (field from Bfp to 
B m a x )--
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2.55 Magnetostriction of a type-II  superconductor 

2.5.11 Thermodynamics 

Magnetostrictionn is the deformation of a material under influence of a magnetic field. The 

linearr magnetostriction is given by the change of length: 

kk = AL = im-m 
LL L(0) v ' ; 

andd the volume magnetostriction by the change of volume: 
AVV _ V{B)-V(0) 

(2.10) ) 
VV V(0) 

Thee following contributions to the volume magnetostriction can be related to the 
superconductingg state (Kronmiiller [1970]): the spontaneous magnetostriction, the forced 
magnetostriction,, the magnetostriction due to surface currents, the magnetostriction due to 
flux-pinningg and the shape effect. 

Thee spontaneous magnetostriction is due to the energy difference between the 
superconductingg and the normal state, both at zero field. Since this effect appears at zero 
fieldd it should actually be called spontaneous suprastriction. The energy difference is called 
thee condensation energy and its volume dependence leads to a relative length change 
(Kronmüllerr [1970]): 

AL.. B] Br dBr 
—'-- = K — - -£ (—-) (2.11) 
hh 2u0 u0 dp. 

wheree K is the isothermal compressibility, Bc is the thermodynamical critical field and pj is 
thee uniaxial pressure along a direction in the crystal. 

Thee forced magnetostriction is caused by the reduction of the condensation energy in a 
magneticc field. In field, the effect of the spontaneous magnetostriction is partially cancelled 
byy the forced magnetostriction. 

Thee Lorentz force acting on the shielding currents gives another contribution to the 
magnetostriction.. When a magnetic field is applied to a superconducting sample, the 
superconductingg surface current will shield the bulk of the sample until the field reaches 
Bcl.. The Lorentz force will act on the moving charges and therefore on the sample. The 
shieldingg current depends upon temperature, applied field, shape of the sample and quality 
off  the surface of the sample. 

Whenn a type-II superconductor is in an applied field between Bc, and B c2 another 
contributionn to the magnetostriction is present if there is pinning of the flux lines. Since the 
pinningg force acts on the pinned flux lines, an equal and opposite force must be exerted on 
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thee crystal. Due to the fluxpinning the flux motion is irreversible. Therefore, the 
contributionn to the magnetostriction depends upon the history of the external field and 
showss hysteresis. At constant field and temperature, eventually the flux distribution will 
relaxx to its equilibrium state (flux creep). Hence, the contribution to the magnetostriction 
fromm flux pinning depends besides on applied field and applied temperature also on the 
timee evolved. 

Finally,, there is the shape effect. A sample changes its form in a way to reduce its 
magnetostaticc energy. Consequently, this contribution depends strongly upon the shape of 
thee sample and upon its orientation in the magnetic field. 

Inn the following section a calculation will be made of the magnetization and of the 
magnetostrictionn according to the Bean model. The equations set up for the 
magnetostrictionn describe the contribution to the magnetostriction due to flux pinning. 
Magnetizationn curves are used to simulate the magnetostriction curves from these 
equationss which also include the contribution to the magnetostriction due to surface 
currents.. The other mechanisms of magnetostriction are considered to give a much smaller 
contributionn to the total volume magnetostriction. Dcuta et al. [1993] showed that in HTC 
compounds,, due to the strong flux pinning, the relative sample length AL/L is of the order 
10"55 to 10"4. This is two to three orders of magnitude larger than the values normally 
reportedd for conventional superconductors (Brandli [1970]). 

2.5.22 Calculation of the magnetostriction and the magnetization according to the 
Beann model 

Inn the metastable state described by the Bean model, the force acting on vortices is opposed 
byy the pinning force. The net force is zero. Here a slab in a magnetic field is concidered 
(seee figure 2.4). 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B0) between full 
penetrationn and maximum field is shown in figure 2.5. In fact there is a current with a 
certainn density flowing through the sample. The maximum value of this current for a 
samplee at a certain field and a certain temperature is called the critical current density Jc. 
Thee Bean model postulates that the current density either vanishes or takes its maximum 
valuee Jc. In those parts of the sample where Jc * 0, the slope of the flux distribution is 
determinedd by the value of Jc. For the simple geometry sketched in figure 2.4, the Maxwell 
equationn curlB = j i j takes the simple form dB/öx = -iVc» since B = (0,0,B) and j = (0,JC,0). 
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B B 

Z Z 

Figuree 2.4 Configuration of the superconducting slab in a magnetic field. 

x=LV2 2 x=0 0 

Figuree 2.5 The flux distribution in the superconducting slab according to the Bean 
modell  for external fields between full penetration and maximum field, 
B ff p < B0 < Bmax. 
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Thee length change of a sample with length L is: 

ALAL = -- fdx fdx' 7cfi(jc0 (2 1 2) 
cc o o 

wheree c is the elastic constant of the material (Dcuta et al. [1994]). 

Thee internal field B(x) is given by: 

B(x)B(x) = B0 - | i ( /^ for 0 <; x £ - (2.13) 

Thee length change of the sample with length Lis: 

L L 

AL-AL- -  ̂ fdx 'fdx' Jc (B0 - u ^ O = -1 (hcBJL2 - 1 ^C
2L 3 ) (214) 

oo o 

andd the relative length change of the sample is: 

ALAL 1 T „ r 1 ,2,2 

TT  = V *  *  v&*' L (215) 

Thee magnetic moment of the sample is given by: 
LL L 
22 2 

mm = 2A[dx M(x) = - — fdx (£0 - B(x)) = --J L 
JJ u0 J 4 
oo  r w o 

(2.16) ) 

wheree M(x) is the local magnetization in the slab and V is the volume of the slab (V = 
AA x L). So the relative length change of the sample as a function of external magnetic field, 
volumee of the sample and measured magnetic moment for Bf p < B0 < Bmax is given by: 

\T\T mBn 2uftm
2 

BkBk = ° + _ ^ _ (2.17) 
LL cV 3cV2 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B0) between zero 
fieldfield and full penetration is shown in figure 2.6. 
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dx x 

B„ „ 

x=L/22 x=B0/u(>Jc x=0 

Figuree 2.6 The flux distribution in the superconducting slab according to Bean model 
forr external fields between zero field and full penetration, 0 < B0 < Bf p. 

Thee length change of a sample with length L is again given by 2.12, but the internal field 

B(x)) is now given by: 

B(x)B(x) = BQ - H^JC 

andd by: 

B(x)B(x) = 0 

forfor 0 < x 

BBoo L 
forfor < x < — 

(2.18) ) 

(2.19) ) 

Thee length change of the sample with length L is: 

2 2 

c c 

1 1 

[dx [dx 
0 0 

BIL BIL 

X X 

[dx' [dx' 
0 0 

1 1 
++ — 

' c ( ( 

«o3 3 

22 Mff/ C 

ALL = - - ƒ <£c ƒ<&' / . (50 - Ug^O - - ƒ <&  [dx'Je (B0 - p«/c*0 

A A 

2cc P0
 3 c p ^ c 

(2.20) ) 

Thee relative length change of the sample is then: 

ALL _ _J_ _̂  + 1 Bo 
LL 2c p0 3c ^ L 

(2.21) ) 
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Thee magnetic moment of the sample is given by: 

1A 1A 
B„VB„V  B:V rr  2A r Ö0V Ö0V 

fdxfdx M(x) = - — fdx (B - B{x)) = - — + — — 
(2.22) ) 

Soo the relative length change of the sample as a function of external magnetic field, volume 
off  the sample, length of the sample, critical current and measured magnetic moment for 
00 < B0 < Bf p is given by: 

B,\ B,\ ALAL = _^o 
LL 2cV 6cu^.L 

(2.23) ) 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B„) between 
maximumm field and maximum field minus two times the full penetration field is given in 
figuree 2.7. 

x=U2x=U2 ' x=0 
(B(Bmaxmax - B0y2n<Jc 

Figuree 2.7 The flux distribution in the superconducting slab according to the Bean 
modell  for external fields between maximum field and maximum field minus 
twoo times the full penetration field, Bmax > B0 > Bmax - 2Bf . 

Thee length change of a sample with length L is again given by 2.12, but the internal field 

B(x)) is now given by: 

B(x)B(x) = B0 + u ^ for for 00 < x < (2.24) ) 
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andd by: 

BWBW - B™ ~ »</<* f°r ^T * * * \ (225) 

Thee length change of the sample with length L is: 

L L 

„„  7^' *  2 

A LL = — f dx fdx' Jc (BQ +  I A Q / ^ O +— f dx 

00 ° C g-°»'fi o 

{{  \ dx'Jc (fl0 + ji^O - ƒ * ' / , (fi^ - u^O ) 
gmm~g0 0 

44WJcWJc 2 cM c 

++  Jc^°Ll - BwaxJcL2 +  B™*~B°L 
24cc 4c 2cu 

Thee relative length change of the sample is then: 

LL 4c»2JcL " " " 24c 4c 2cuo 

Thee magnetic moment of the sample is given by: 

LL L 

->-> 1 

2A 2A 

-ii  - max \y ., - max w * 

llJ,llJ, Mn 4 

(2.26) ) 

(2.27) ) 

""  BL~B°<B^-BJ * § i i ' - % ^ * 4 ^ (2.28) 

(2.30) ) 

mm - 2A fdx Mix) = -— [dx (BQ - B(x)) 
oo  ̂ o (2.30) 

(B(B - Bn)
2 + —(B -Bn) - -JA, 

vv max (y .. v max (K  * Cy l^fL l^fL 

Soo the reltive length change of the sample as a function of external field, volume of the 
sample,, length of the sample, maximum field, critical current and measured magnetic 
momentt for Bmax < B0 < Bmax - 2Bf p is given by: 
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ALAL = nJB^+Bo) + fooji _ ^d^!jLL (2.31) 
LL 2cV 24c 8c 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B0) between 
maximumm field minus two times the full penetration field and minus maximum field is the 
oppositee of that given in figure 2.5. 
Thee internal field B(x) is now given by: 

B(x)B(x) = B0 + yijjc for 0 < x < - (2.32) 

Thee length change of the sample with length L is now: 

ALL = + 2 fdx )dx' Jc (B0 + vjf-) - ^ CB^2 + j^&*)  ( 2 3 3) 

cc 0 0 

andd the relative length change of the sample is: 

Thee magnetic moment of the sample is now given by: 
LL L 

22 2 

mm = 2Afdx M(x) = -— fdx (BQ - B(x)) = -JCL (2-35> 
00 r  0 

Soo the relative length change of the sample as a function of external magnetic field, volume 
off  the sample and measured magnetic moment for Bmax - 2Bf p < B0 < -Bmax is given by: 

BLBL = ° + _ ^ _ (2.36) 
LL cV 3cV2 

whichh is the same as equation 2.17. It is remarkable that the magnetostriction for B0 = 0 T 

iss not zero but has a positive value which depends upon the value of the magnetization. 

Thee remaining of the magnetization and the magnetostriction curves can be found by 

mirroring. . 
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2.5.33 Simulation of the magnetostriction and the magnetization according to the 
Beann model 

Fromm the derived expressions for the magnetization and for the magnetostriction, both 
accordingg to the Bean model, a computer simulation can be performed in order to see how 

thee actual magnetization and magnetostriction curves would look like. For a fixed 
temperaturee the following typical sample values are used for the different physical 

parameters: : 
1)) Sample size = 5 x 5 x5 mm3 resulting in L = 5 x 103 m and V = 125 x 10~9 m3 

2)Bmaxx = 8T 
3)) B,p = 1 T 
4)) Bcl = 0 T (or at least very close to 0 T) 
5 ) B c 2 » 8T T 
6)6) u0 = 4TI x 10'7 N/A2 

7)7) c = 3 x 10n N/m2 

Thee value for the elastic constant c was chosen close to the cn value of La, 8(£r01ipuO 4.fi 
measuredd at 50 K by Nohara [1991] (2.634 x 1011 N/m2). Having chosen these parameters 
itt is possible to calculate the critical current density: Jc = 2Bf / UQL = 3.2 x 108 A/m2. This 
valuee is typical for HTC materials at 4.3 K (Li [1992]). Now the magnetization curve and 
thee magnetostriction curve can be determined. First the magnetization is simulated using 
thee three equations derived before, equations 2.16, 2.22 and 2.29. 

Thee result of the simulation of the magnetization with these parameters for a type-II 
superconductorr according to the Bean model is shown in figure 2.8. The curve shows the 
expectedd Bean like magnetization behaviour, similar to figure 2.3. From zero field the 
magnetizationn moves towards a negative saturation value. Then it is constant between full 
penetrationn field and maximum field, because Jc is independent of field. If Jc is not 
independentt of field but decreasing with increasing field the magnetization would be 
increasingg towards zero for fields between full penetration field and maximum field. 
Decreasingg the field from its maximum towards maximum field minus two times the full 
penetrationn field the magnetization increases from a negative value to a positive value. As 
statedd in section 2.4 the remaining parts of the curve can be found by mirroring. 

Alsoo the magnetostriction can be simulated using the three equations determined before, 
equationss 2.17, 2.23 and 2.30. 
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Figuree 2.8 Simulated magnetization curve of a type-II superconductor according to 
thee Bean model. 
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Figuree 2.9 Simulated magnetostriction curve of a type-II superconductor according to 
thee Bean model. AL/L is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. 
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Thee result of the simulation of the magnetostriction with the parameters specified above for 
aa type-n superconductor according to the Bean model is shown in figure 2.9. The shape of 
thee curve is as expected from the magnetization. The magnetostriction starts at zero and 
decreasess in a parabolic way. From the full penetration field the magnetostriction decreases 
linearlyy until the maximum field is reached. Clearly the large influence of Jc can be seen. If 
Jcc where not independent of field but decreasing with increasing field the part of the curve 
forr fields between full penetration field and maximum field would not be linear. Equation 
2.155 shows that the value of the magnetostriction would then be closer to zero. Between 
maximumm field and maximum field minus two times the full penetration field the 
magnetostrictionn increases rapidly from a large negative value to a large positive value, 
afterr which it decreases linearly towards a large negative value at minus maximum field. 
Duringg this decrease of field at a field of 0 T the magnetostriction is not zero but slightly 
positive.. Also at the end of the loop the magnetostriction is not zero. Note that the chosen 
parameterss give a value for AL/L of 1 x 10"5 for the magnetostriction at a field of 8 T. 

Whenn using the above described simulation technique for comparing with actual 
physicall  measurements the largest difficulty is to determine Jc, which is normally 
dependingg strongly upon temperature and field. If the assumption of a constant critical field 
iss abandoned, it is not trivial to determine the full penetration field, which is then not 
necessarilyy the field at which the magnetization reaches its minimum value. Using a 
magnetizationn curve measured on the same sample and under the same conditions gives a 
goodd measure of the field dependence of Jc for fields between Bf p and B ^ - 2Bf p. This 
followss also from the expressions found for AL/L . Equation 2.17, simulating the part of the 
magnetostrictionn curve between Bf p and Bmax - 2Bf p, depends, besides sample parameters, 
onlyy upon the magnetization and the applied field while equations 2.23 and 2.30 also 
dependd upon Jc. 


